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Fruit Packed



3  3  BUSINESS IN FOCUS 

With the head office located in the Western Cape 

Province of South Africa near Durbanville, Cape 

Citrus specialises in a wide variety of citrus includ-

ing oranges, lemons, mandarins, and soft citrus such as 

satsumas and clementines.  

The company was founded in 1996 by Gerhard Scheepers, a 

grower who was often disappointed by the one channel mar-

keting system that existed in South Africa at the time. He grew 

and exported his own fruit as well as fruit from outside growers.  

Since then, Cape Citrus has expanded and now works with 

growers and receivers throughout South Africa. The company 

enjoys strong relationships with a number of growers stretching 

back 17 years, and is continually building new partnerships as 

well, yielding a current export total of 1,5 million (15Kg) cartons. 

We spoke recently with the Managing Director Scott Dowle, 

who discussed the diverse aspects of the company and the 

challenges it faces. “We stand on the principle of becoming a 

long term, reliable partner for all team members by working 

toward a sustainable return on investment for all stakeholders,” 

Mr. Dowle explains. 

South Africa is home to a burgeoning citrus industry 
– and companies such as Cape Citrus are emerging as 

growing, popular brands sold all around the world.

Fruit Packed
Love and Care

Indeed, citrus represents one of South Africa’s most important 

fruit groups by value and volume, with production occurring 

mainly in the Limpopo, Western Cape, Mpumalanga, Eastern 

Cape, KwaZulu-Natal and Northern Cape provinces. A total 

area of 60,355 ha was under citrus production in South Africa 

during 2011. Cape Citrus is a leader in this sector and its citrus 

fruits are grown in diverse regions of the country. The compa-

ny’s main soft citrus production unit is located in the Western 

Cape in Paarl and is about 50 hectares in size, primarily growing 

satsumas and clementines; the Lustigaan location also special-

ises in growing wine grapes. Cape Citrus also maintains a farm 

in the Limpopo region in the northern part of the country, and 

grows late mandarins and lemons on the J and B citrus farm 

near Cookhouse in the Eastern Cape. 

Cape Citrus is all about the fruit – from the trees that it grows 

on to the table where it’s enjoyed. A traditional philosophy of 

marketing the fruit by letting it speak for itself has led to the 

growth and success of the company. Cape Citrus believes that 

only the best fruit is good enough to make it into the com-

pany’s crates, with each piece of fruit individually selected and 

hand-picked before being packed and shipped off to clients. 
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“We specialise in packing exactly what the market requires and to be able to do so, we 

need our team members to understand exactly what our customers looking for,” says 

Mr. Dowle. “We invest heavily in not only training but in taking key team members to 

our overseas markets to experience firsthand what the market requires – and more 

importantly, why.”

“Cape Citrus continues to develop and 
expand into major markets by packing its 

products with love and care.”

Cape Citrus deliberately chose varieties of oranges that would meet demand from 

the countries to which it exports; the company was in fact one of the first in South 

Africa to export its citrus products outside of the single channel marketing system 

that used to exist before the sector was deregulated in the mid nineties. Cape Citrus 

was also known for supplying all of the citrus products to Asda Supermarkets in the 

United Kingdom before the company was bought out by American retailer Walmart. 

Today, Cape Citrus exports its products to not only the UK, but other European coun-

tries such as France, Italy, and Spain. The company also exports its products to North 

America, South Asia, Malaysia, Singapore, The Middle East, South Asia, Mauritius, 

and parts of Sub-Saharan Africa, and the company is looking to expand into more 

countries in Sub-Saharan Africa in the future. Approximately 55 to 60 percent of Cape 

Citrus’ products are exported to Europe, 15 percent to the Middle East and 10 percent 

to the Far East.

Each market Cape Citrus serves has different needs and demands and Cape Citrus is 

poised to meet the needs of its clients all around the world. Certain varieties, sizes, 

packaging and shapes do well in certain markets, while a different shape, size or 

variety may sell better in others, so the company is very selective in terms of sending 

the appropriate product. The company 

is committed to offering the best, high 

quality citrus fruits year-round through-

out the world. Whether an orange is 

packed for one market or another, quality 

never suffers.

Cape Citrus boasts that its products are 

“packed with love” due to the care the 
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team takes in packaging its products. 

Items selected are packed with care 

and workers take the time needed to 

pick and pack the fruits to keep them in 

optimal condition when shipped to cus-

tomers.

“We specialise in ‘Special Packs,’ Mr. 

Dowle explains. “This means packing the 

citrus that we export in the end receiver’s packaging so that all they have to do is 

receive the goods and then put them on the retail shelf. This eliminates the need 

for the end receiver to grade and then re-pack the product in the receiving country 

and hence removes any unnecessary cost from the final packing. Of course the end 

customer has to have complete faith that we can meet their stringent specifications. 

This trust is built up over many years and one that we work extremely hard to maintain 

and build upon season after season.” 

“A traditional philosophy of marketing 
the fruit by letting it speak for itself has led 

to Cape Citrus’ growth and success.”

The company maintains a number of packhouses throughout South Africa, including 

the Suncape Packhouse in Kirkwood, with 9,710 square metres of space including 

cold rooms for processing and packaging with a production capacity of 20 tonnes 

per hour. The packhouse in Constantia can process fruit up to 8,75 tonnes per hour. 

Cape Citrus opened its packhouse in the Eastern Cape in 2009, and Mr. Dowle says the 

opening of the facility was “a significant step forward” for the company. “We made a 

specific tailor-made packhouse to enable us to produce the special packs that we not 

only specialise in but have become renowned for,” he shares.

Like other companies in the South African citrus industry, there have been a 

number of challenges and triumphs for Cape Citrus. Notably, a ban from the 

European Union in 2013 and 2014 has had a major effect on the industry overall. 

A fungal disease known as black spot was discovered in 36 shipments of South 

African citrus, leading to the ban from the EU. Since the EU takes around 40 

percent of South Africa’s citrus production, this had a detrimental effect on many 

citrus growers in South Africa, including Cape Citrus. Company leaders have made 
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an extensive effort to overturn the ban and submit scien-

tific evidence that black spot is not transferable and won’t 

survive in the Mediterranean climate where Cape Citrus 

exports its products.

“The company is committed to 
offering the best, high quality 

citrus fruits year-round.”

Mr. Dowle says the issue has been a concern, but one the 

company is ready and willing to address. “The EU Ban is cer-

tainly a challenge for us currently. However it is an opportunity 

also – we have strong links and good partnerships that have 

been forged over many years and we pack bespoke products 

targeting exactly what the market requires.  Previously, roughly 

60 percent of our production went to the EU but that has been 

channelled differently this year and we have concentrated 

more on the Middle East and Far East markets.”

Mr. Dowle says that another challenge is price and production 

costs. “The expansion of the citrus production industry for sure 

will keep us on our toes. With extra product available, the market 

can afford to be more discerning in terms of quality or perhaps 

negotiate harder on price. There is always someone looking to 

serve product at a lower price and we have to be mindful that the 

costs of production are increasing every year and with the South 

African Rand weakening against the US Dollar this becomes all 

the more important to keep in mind as the vast majority of our 

products and raw material inputs are priced in US Dollars.”

The industry as a whole has also grappled with labour and work 

issues, but Cape Citrus offers extensive training for its employ-

ees. “We have to educate and continue to train our workforce 
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so that they fully understand the reasons why we do certain 

things and then also the reason why we must continue to offer 

the very best service level to the customer,” says Mr. Dowle. “If 

we can get our labour force to ‘buy in’ to what we do and why 

we do it, we will start to see real success.”

As with most agricultural companies, water and its use is a big 

issue for Cape Citrus. Since citrus is a heavy user of water, the 

company must continue to keep a careful production balance 

for its products. The use of water has become a hot-button 

issue in South Africa, and this could affect the expansion of 

Cape Citrus into other countries in Sub-Saharan Africa.

However, the company is continuing to expand production and 

establish partnerships with local growers, and has embarked 

on Black Empowerment projects throughout South Africa. “Not 

only will this expand the areas of production that we can offer 

to the customers, but will enrich the lives of the less privileged 

through our projects,” says Mr. Dowle.

“We have to be mindful that 
the costs of production are 

increasing every year...”

Over the past 17 years, Cape Citrus has grown to become a major 

force in the South African citrus industry by exporting its quality 

products throughout the world. The company continues to 

develop and expand into major markets by packing its products 

with love and care. “We are market focused and oriented,” 

emphasises Mr. Dowle. “We aim to keep abreast of market 

changes and react to changes as quickly as at all possible. Our 

success and continued growth as well as competitiveness relies 

upon us being market oriented and one step ahead of change.”
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